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## Abstract (Maximum 200 words)
Cytokine growth factors are known to increase wound healing in animals and may be found to soon have an impact on human wounds, wound infections, and debridements. In order to assess the impact of these factors one must first establish a quantitative method of measurement for wound healing. This protocol's intent was to devise such a method using evaporative water loss otherwise referred to as Transcutaneous Water Evaporative Loss (TWEL). We attempted to apply an evaporometer to assist in the measurement of TWEL. Patients entered into the study were those who had undergone recent breast biopsies with TWEL readings taken immediately after the biopsy and approximately 5 additional readings at clinic visits once a week. Data thus far, however, has been noncontributory to the analysis due to multiple difficulties with the evaporometer and establishing a method for using the evaporometer in this type of a wound healing process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cytokine growth factors have been known to increase wound healing in animals. There impact on human wounds is still under investigation. In order to assess the impact of such factors is platelet derived growth factor, transforming growth factor, and epidermal growth factor, one must have a reproducible and reliable method of quantitative wound healing. Previous attempts at analyzing surgical wounds failed for want of a good methodology. Refer to the following study entitled "Platelet Derived Growth Factor in the Healing of Stab Wounds" a pilot study HSC90263.

Reviewing wound healing, one notes that it is divided into 4 phases - coagulation, inflammation, proliferation, and remodeling. Coagulation requires platelets, fibrinogen, and fibrin. There is no method however that measures coagulation phase of healing and there is none proposed. The inflammatory phase is the entrance of the inflammatory cells into the wounds and it is associated with capillary formation, increased blood flow, swelling and erythema. There have been several proposed clinical methods for measuring this phase to include doppler, plasmagrapy, skin tensiometry, and infra-red thermography. The third phase - proliferative phase incorporates new collagen which adds strength to the wound. In animals there is increased breaking tension. Clinically this is a time that sutures are removed. Near infra-red reflectance spectroscopy detects a specific bond through collagen and holds great promise for measurement of this and other phases of healing. The fourth phase - the remodeling phase continues long after clinical concerns for the wound. The epithelial keratosis and the tangle mesh of subcutaneous collagen reorganizes treads and cords along the stress line. Healing graft donor site and blisters epithelization are measures of remodeling. The stratum corneum forms and transcutaneous water evaporative loss returns to normal.

It is this measurement of TWEL which we are exploring. TWEL is inexpensive, harmless, and may be a precise method for wound healing measurement. Animal studies using TWEL show that it may reflect wound healing. Its greatest benefit is its non-invasive nature. TWEL is calculated in gm/m2/h. TWEL is influenced by atmospheric physiologic variables damage to the stratum corneum and some diseases. The instrument used to determine TWEL is the galvanic skin resistance, the ventilated chamber, and the evaporimeter. The evaporimeter is an open cylinder with light reflecting temperature controlled mirror. Under computer control the mirror is cooled to the dew point at which point the light reflectance drops. This dew point is used to calculate the TWEL. This devise is sensitive to ambient relative humidity but is fast and reproducible. The commercial evaporimeter has a circular detector which must be modified for linear wounds. Ideally, only the wounds should be included in the sensor and no normal skin. Water evaporates continuously from non-sweating normal skin at
the rate of 38.7 plus/minus 12.5 in the palms to 7.7 plus/minus 2.3 g/m2/h on the forearms of humans. Intra-individual differences are 30 and 10 percent. TWEL returns to control exponentially (t 1/2 = 4.5 days) which could be accelerate by semi-occlusive dressing.

II. HYPOTHESIS

The hypothesis of this study was that water loss from the healing surgical wound would give consistent TWEL measurements with time. This was pilot methodology study. The plan was that patients who underwent common surgical wound procedures would be entered into the study. Two such groups were identified to include patients with inguinal hernias as well as patients who underwent breast lump biopsies. The inguinal hernia was selected because the surgery was common and presented with patients with wide range of ages. The breast biopsy was selected because it is also a common procedure and can be analyze soon after the surgery. In addition to these patients 20 additional patients were to have been entered who underwent punch biopsies in the dermatology clinic. The measurements were to be taken over the surgical wound and skin. One and two centimeters away from the wound on both sides. The measurements would be repeated at each data collection session until standard deviation is established. Measurements would be taken in the same room with TWEL meter. Attempts would be made to maintain the room temperature and the humidity, which may have a significant affect on TWEL. The data would be analyzed in a descriptive statistic fashion of continuous variable. Measurements would be taken until a mean and standard deviation was established for each individual at each session. It is estimated that 6 readings at 5 minute intervals will be needed and that the measurement sessions would continue at each clinic visit about once week until TWEL reached baseline which was believed to be around 20-30 days. It was felt that determinations in 10 patients in each wound group would give 90-95% confidence intervals with a width about the mean of 1 standard deviation.

III. BODY

Patients were entered into the study only in the breast biopsy group. Approximately 3 different patients were entered into the study. None however were able to complete the study. Primarily because of patient dissatisfaction with return after a relatively benign minor procedure. The initial difficulties will be outlined as follows: As noted in the introduction one must have a well controlled environmental room for operation of adequate TWEL measurements. This could not be obtained in the environment in our facility. We did select a room for this equipment that would be the standard room for all measurements. We could not however control the environmental humidity or temperature. Therefore our readings were inconsistent and widely
variable. In addition to the environmental constraints we had difficulty in the actual application of the evapormeter to the patient. It is a cumbersome piece of equipment and was difficult to apply to the patient in the area required. Again providing no reliable data with the measurements. The third difficulty was actually procuring the instrument initially. Since it is entirely experimental, its design is not commonly used within the research community. It was our interpretation that this instrument has been used to assess evaporative loss in soldiers in the field but has never been applied in this fashion to wound healing. There was difficulty in obtaining the instrument and having it function appropriately as well as difficulty in educating the physician in the use of the equipment. These 3 main obstacles barred any useful data from being obtained.

IV. CONCLUSION

Wound healing is an important area of research and the attempts at the use of the evapormeter for quantifying wound healing though unsuccessful provided important data on methods that should probably not be explored in the future. This however does not negate the fact that were one to develop a more user friendly evapormeter or other instruments for this purpose that such research would not be extremely useful.